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ABSTRACT

Evaluation of Video Based Pedestrian and Vehicle Detection Algorithms

by

Varun Bandarupalli

Dr. Venkatesan Muthukumar, Examination Committee Chair
Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering,
University of Nevada Las Vegas

Video based detection systems rely on the ability to detect moving objects in video streams. Video based detection systems have applications in many fields like, intelligent transportation, automated surveillance etc. There are many approaches adopted for video based detection. Evaluation and selecting a suitable approach for pedestrian and vehicle detection is a challenging task. While evaluating the object detection algorithms, many factors should be considered in order to cope with unconstrained environments, non stationary background, different object motion patterns and the variation in types of object being detected.

In this thesis, we implement and evaluate different video based detection algorithms used for pedestrian and vehicle detection. Video based pedestrian and vehicle detection involves object detection through background foreground segmentation and object tracking. For background foreground segmentation, frame differencing, background averaging, mixture of Gaussians and codebook methods were implemented. For object tracking, Mean-Shift tracking and Lucas Kanade optical flow tracking algorithms were implemented.
The performance of each of these algorithms is evaluated by a comparative study; based on their performance such as ability to get good detection and tracking, CodeBook algorithm is selected as a candidate algorithm for background foreground segmentation and Mean-Shift tracking is used to track the detected objects for pedestrian and vehicle detection.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The ability to reliably detect pedestrians from video data has very important applications in many fields like, intelligent transportation, automated surveillance and security, robotics, assistive technology for visually impaired, advanced human machine interfaces, automated driver assistance systems in vehicles etc. There are many technologies that are currently being used for pedestrian and vehicle detection such as ultrasonic sensors, Doppler radar sensors piezo-metric sensors etc. These sensors while being very effective have various drawbacks ranging from cost effectiveness to durability. Video based detection emerged as an important aspect of research, as proliferation high performance cameras and faster inexpensive computing systems became assessable. Video based detection provides fast accurate results at lower costs.

Pedestrian and vehicle detection in the fields intelligent transportation plays a vital role in various aspects such as pedestrian safety, retrieving pedestrian or traffic volume data. Accurately detecting pedestrians from a video is one of the most challenging tasks for object detection and there exists a lot of research in this area. Pedestrian are more vulnerable to accidents and collisions involving pedestrians often produce severe injuries. Each year in the United States, approximately 5,000 pedestrians are killed in traffic crashes, accounting for approximately 11% of all traffic fatality victims [2]. An accurate analysis of pedestrian statistics can help us to reinforce available safety measures for pedestrians.
The methodology and algorithms adopted for pedestrian detection can also be applied to people detection and automated surveillance systems. A very important application of people detection is in the field of automated surveillance. Intelligent video surveillance system has emerged as a very important topic of research in the field of Computer Vision in the recent years. The conventional approach in Video Surveillance involves a closed circuit camera installed in a public place capturing outdoor and indoor information and streaming the video information to the control center, where the information is monitored and analyzed by human observers and stored. An automated video detection system can obtain a description of events occurring in a monitored area and then to take appropriate action based on that interpretation, e.g., alert a human supervisor to reduce human involvement significantly and assist human operators for better monitoring [3].

Automated vehicle detection system has various applications in the fields of transportation which include, incident detection on a roadway or a cross-road, automating the process of ticketing the law offenders in matters such as speeding violation, red light running etc., simplifying the laborious tasks of counting and calculating volumes of vehicles [1].

In this thesis, we implement and evaluate video processing algorithms used for pedestrian and vehicle detection in real conditions and determine an algorithm suitable for both pedestrian and vehicle detection.

1.1 Thesis Outline

The structure of this thesis consists of five chapters.
Chapter 2 briefly discusses an overview of previous work in object detection, background subtraction, and object tracking algorithms.

Chapter 3 focuses on algorithms developed for object detection using background subtraction. This chapter explains the working of these algorithms. The results of the implemented algorithms are presented in this Chapter 5.

Chapter 4 discusses the different tracking algorithms to localize the target object. This chapter also explains the working of the object tracking algorithms. The results of the implemented algorithms are presented in this chapter 5.

Chapter 5 summarizes implementation details of the algorithms and discusses the results obtained from the use of the proposed algorithms implemented on real-time video sequences.

Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the work done within the scope of this thesis and discusses the conclusions drawn from the work carried out.
CHAPTER 2
LITRETURE REVIEW

Pedestrian and vehicle detection from a stationary video is a very challenging task and the focus of lot of research topics as it has applications is many fields. A reliable pedestrian and vehicle detection system relies heavily on the system's ability to detect and track objects of interest in a video.

2.1 Object Detection

Object detection in videos involves detecting the presence of an object in a sequence of images and location for precise recognition. Object tracking is to monitor object’s spatial and temporal changes during a video sequence, including its presence, position, size, shape, etc. The above two processes are interrelated because tracking needs the objects to detected, while detecting an object repeatedly in subsequent frames is necessary to help and verify the tracking.

There are three key steps involved in a video based detection systems: detection of interesting moving objects (object detection), tracking of such objects from frame to frame (object tracking), and analyze the results to recognize their behavior (objects recognition and pose estimation) [18].
There have been many approaches adopted for object detection as shown in figure 2.1. These methods can generally be classified into:

- Feature based Methods
- Template based Methods
- Motion based Methods

2.1.1 Feature based object detection

Feature based detection is based on identifying the points of interest in an image such as edges, corners, color compositions, blobs, their points (corners) and ridges. Feature based methods are generally implemented on individual images rather than a sequence of images. The core algorithm in these methods being divided into two categories, 1) extract features 2) classify these features and trains a system for recognition and classification. Feature (specific structures such as points, edges, curves, boundaries etc.) selection is very important as the rest of the algorithm depends on how good the features are detected [4]. There are several approaches adopted for feature selection and learning methods for pedestrian and vehicle detection. Papageorgiou et. al. [5] applied Support Vector machine (SVM) and Haar Wavelet features to train a pedestrian detector. This
paper also introduces the usage of motion cues to improve detection accuracy in a video sequences. D. M. Garvilla [6] uses image matching using distance transforms involving the features extracted locally at various image locations such as edge points. Leibe et. al. [73] follows a two staged approach, first a codebook is created that contains information of local structures appear on the object (local shape feature information) and in the second step, an implicit shape model is trained to classify and recognize objects. In addition to static local features such as intensity, Viola et. al. [8] used local motion feature information to detect face and pedestrians.

Dalal et. al. [10] implemented locally normalized Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) descriptors which use edge orientation histograms. This method proved to be robust and achieved promising results for pedestrian detection. Wu et. al. [9] have achieved similar detection results with discriminative local shape and contour fragments and edge-let features.

The goal of all these approaches is to build a robust and generalized object detection systems based on various features and different learning sets. Feature based object detection is very challenging task. The primary difficulty with these algorithms is selection of features, accurate prior information of the feature properties and limited extrapolation of the feature set properties. Different features have different drawbacks; for example color feature based approach have to deal with pedestrians wearing different colored clothing which sometimes are indistinguishable from the background. Shape feature based algorithms have to deal with different poses and positions of a pedestrian and also deal with the
situations such as pedestrian carrying bags or wearing a hat. Most of these approaches are complex searches for specific patterns or textures, and gathering a representative learning set for these algorithms are computationally exhaustive and expensive.

2.1.2 Template based object detection

Template based detection is the process of matching features between a template and the image under analysis. A simple version of template matching involves the image which is represented as a bi-dimensional array of intensity values, is compared using a suitable metric (typically the Euclidean distance) with a single template representing the object. In template-based object detection, the features of tracked templates are learned in the initialization phase of the detection process. The detection algorithm then searches the frame for these features. Occlusion is detected by the absence of the template features in the frame beyond a certain threshold. Objects in such algorithms are not detected during occlusion but after object reappearance. While such algorithms work well for tracking of single objects, they fail to robustly track multiple objects during occlusion. Split is not explicitly detected, however, if the object is split due to an obstacle, the minimization of the template’s feature comparison function will choose to which portion of the split object the match is made, if any. Probabilistic models are being developed as templates to characterize different objects [77].

2.1.2 Motion based object detection

The capability of extracting moving objects from a video sequence is a typical first step in computer vision applications. The motion of the objects complicates
process by adding object’s temporal change requirements; on the other hand, it also provides additional information for detection and tracking. A common approach for discriminating moving objects from the background is detection by background subtraction. The basic idea of background subtraction is to subtract or difference the current image from a reference background model. The subtraction identifies non-stationary or new objects [36]. Background subtraction is a critical part of object detection systems as its outcome is fed to higher level processes such as object recognition and tracking and these processes rely heavily on the accuracy of background subtraction techniques. The performance of background subtraction methods hugely depend on the background model.

Background subtraction can be classified into non-recursive and recursive techniques as shown in the figure 2.2. A non-recursive technique uses a sliding-window approach for background estimation. It stores a buffer of the previous 'l' video frames, and estimates the background image based on the temporal variation of each pixel within the buffer. Recursive techniques do not maintain a buffer for background estimation. Instead they recursively update a single background model based on each input frame. As a result, input frames from distant past could have an effect on the current background model.
The background scene, even when captured from a stationary camera, poses challenging demands such as illumination changes, the outdoor scenarios having changes in background geometry such as moving trees, rippling water, flickering monitors etc. A robust background modeling algorithm should also handle situations where new objects are introduced or old ones removed from the background. Furthermore, the shadows of the moving objects can cause problems. Even in a static scene, frame to frame changes can occur due to noise and camera jitter. Moreover, the background modeling algorithm should operate in real-time [11].

Frame differencing [33, 65] approach detects moving objects in video sequences. The basic idea is to subtract the current frame from a previous frame and to classify each pixel as foreground or background by comparing the difference with a threshold [33]. In practice, several difficulties arise such as selection of appropriate threshold, pixels interior to the foreground object not being detected (aperture problem) [35], fluttering objects, illumination changes, clouds, shadows etc. To deal with these difficulties several methods have been
proposed by R. Cucchiara et. al. [12]. There are several variants to the frame
difference method; Xia et. al. [38] implemented double and triple difference, but
the algorithm has an inherent flaw as it is completely dependent on the motion of
the objects.

Background Averaging [35] is a straightforward background subtraction
algorithm, where the background model is built by taking arithmetic average of
pixels values of the last ’n’ frames [43] and the current frame is differenced from
the model. The result is compared to a threshold to differentiate between
foreground and background pixels. This method needs very low computational
power and memory, but it is not accurate. Several methods have been proposed
to improve the performance such as selective update model; Koller et. al. [13] i.e.
to update pixels only the pixels identified as moving objects; Jabri [14] included
edge information with background average method to achieve better results.
Sigari et. al. [41] implemented a fuzzy running Gaussian average; this is also a
case of selective update using a fuzzy logic and achieved 6% more accuracy
than the previous method [43]. Although averaging background method is fast
and requires less memory, it has some major drawbacks. Primarily, background
model is not robust to sudden changes in the background. In the simplest form, a
background image is a long term average image [15] as in equation 2.1.

\[ B(x, y, t) = \frac{1}{t} \sum_{k=1}^{t} l(x, y, k) \]  \hspace{1cm} 2.1

where, x and y are pixel co-ordinates and t is the number of images.
The obvious error in this approach is that the lighting conditions change over time and to overcome this problem, moving window average is used. Each image contribution to the background is weighted to decrease exponentially.

\[ B(x, y, t) = (1 - \alpha) B(x, y, t-1) + \alpha I(x, y, t) \]  

2.2

Where '\( \alpha \)' is the time constant for weighted average in equation 2.2, and should be in the range \((0, 1)\). Using exponential forgetting function is equivalent to using Kalman filtering to track the background image. Kalman filter is a widely-used recursive technique for tracking linear dynamical systems under Gaussian noise. Many different versions have been proposed for background modeling, the simplest version uses only the luminance intensity [66, 67]. Unlike Kalman filter which tracks the evolution of a single Gaussian, the Mixture of Gaussians (MoG) method [15] tracks multiple Gaussian distributions simultaneously. Mixture of Gaussians method has a superior analytical form and efficiency when compared to other previously described models. Similar to the non-parametric (background averaging) model, Mixture of Gaussians method maintains a density function for every pixel and is capable of handling multi modal backgrounds and it can be updated without having to store large number of frames in buffer hence reducing memory costs.

Mixture of Gaussians method works based on the persistence and the variance of each of the Gaussians. Pixel values that do not fit the background distributions are considered to be part of the foreground until there is a Gaussian that includes them with sufficient, consistent evidence in favor of its inclusion in the new background mixture [34].
The Mixture of Gaussians method describes each pixel \( I(x) = I(x, y) \) as a mixture of \( n \) Gaussian distributions as shown in equation 2.3.

\[
P(X_t) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \omega_{i, t} * \eta(X_t, \mu_i, \Sigma_i), \tag{2.3}
\]

where \( k \) is the number of Gaussians, \( \eta(X_t, \mu_i, \Sigma_i) \) is a multivariate normal distribution and \( w_k \) is the weight of \( k^{th} \) Gaussian. The background mixture model is dynamically updated, based on the criterion that the incoming pixel belongs to an existing distribution and pixel value occurs in the interval of \( \pm 2.5 \) standard deviations.

Mixture of Gaussians method has some disadvantages where backgrounds having fast variations are not easily modeled with just a few Gaussians accurately and it may fail to provide sensitive detection [16]. In addition, depending on the learning rate to adapt to background changes, Mixture of Gaussians faces problems; for a low learning rate, it produces a wide model that has difficulty in detecting a sudden change to the background. If the model adapts too quickly, slowly moving foreground pixels will be absorbed into the background model, resulting in a high false negative rate. This is called the foreground aperture problem [17]. To overcome the foreground aperture problem, a technique estimating the probability density function at each pixel from many samples using kernel density estimation technique was developed which adapts very quickly to the changes in background process [16]. The non-parametric technique in kernel density estimation cannot be used when long time periods are needed to sufficiently sample the background. To overcome this, the
codebook [36] algorithm that constructs a highly compressed background model was proposed.

The Codebook Method [36] adopts a quantization/clustering technique, to construct a background model from long observation of image sequences. For each pixel, it builds a codebook consisting of one or more codewords. Samples at each pixel are clustered into the set of codewords based on a color distortion metric together with brightness bounds. Not all pixels have the same number of codewords. The background is encoded on a pixel-by-pixel basis. Detection involves testing the difference of the current image from the background model with respect to color and brightness differences. The incoming pixel is classified as background if the color distortion is less than the detection threshold and its brightness lies within the brightness range of that codeword otherwise it is classified as foreground.

Global energy frameworks: The motion detection problem is formulated to minimize a global objective function and is usually performed using stochastic (Mean-field, Simulated Annealing) or deterministic relaxation algorithms (Iterated Conditional Modes, Highest Confidence First).

In that direction, the spatial Markov Random Fields [76] have been widely used and motion detection has been considered as a statistical estimation problem. Although this estimation is a very powerful, usually it is very time consuming [75].
2.2 Object Tracking

The efficient tracking of visual features in complex environments is a challenging task for the computer vision applications. Real time applications such as surveillance and monitoring, perceptual user interfaces, smart rooms, and video compression all require the ability to track moving objects [46]. The primary goal of an object tracker is to find targets between consecutive frames in a sequence of images. The computational complexity of the object tracker is critical for most applications with only a small percentage of system resources being allocated for tracking, while the rest is assigned to preprocessing stages or to high-level tasks such as recognition, trajectory interpretation.

![Figure 2.3 Object Tracking Classification](image)

The aim of an object tracker is to generate the trajectory of an object over time by locating its position in every frame of the video. Object tracker also provides the complete region in the image that is occupied by the object at every time instant. In various object tracking approaches, the objects are represented
using the shape and/or appearance models [18]. Figure 2.3 shows the classification of various tracking algorithms.

Object tracking can be classified into three types:

- Point Tracking
- Kernel Tracking
- Silhouette Tracking

2.2.1 Point Tracking

In this approach, objects being tracked are represented in terms of points and association of the points, based on previous object state which includes object position and motion. A multi-point association is employed and an external mechanism is used to detect objects in every frame. These approaches are generally implemented when object sizes are small and have low velocity. Association of the points across the frames is a complicated problem and is affected even more by presence of occlusion and misdetections etc. Point tracking can be further classified in the deterministic and probabilistic approaches based on their association methods.

Many algorithms have been proposed for deterministic approaches. Sethi and Jain [19] proposed an algorithm that considered two consecutive frames initialized by the nearest neighbor criterion. The point associations are exchanged iteratively to minimize the cost. Veenman et. al. [20] extended the work of Sethi and Jain [19], and Rangarajan and Shah [21] by introducing the common motion constraint. The common motion constraint provides a strong constraint for coherent tracking of points that lie on the same object; however, it
is not suitable for points lying on isolated objects moving in different directions. The algorithm is initialized by generating the initial tracks using a two-pass algorithm and the cost function is minimized by Hungarian assignment algorithm in two consecutive frames. This approach can handle occlusions and misdetection errors. However, it is assumed that the number of objects is the same throughout the sequence i.e. no object enters or exits. The Kalman filter has been extensively used in the vision community for tracking. Broida et. al. [22] used the Kalman filter to track points in noisy images. In stereo camera-based object tracking, Beymer and Konolige [74] use the Kalman filter for predicting the object’s 18 positions and speeds in x-y-z dimensions. Rosales and Sclaroff [23] use the extended Kalman filter to estimate 3D trajectory of an object from 2D motion.

2.2.2 Kernel Tracking

Kernel refers to the object shape and appearance. For example, the kernel can be a rectangular shaped or an elliptical shaped template with an associated histogram. Objects are tracked by computing the motion of the kernel in consecutive frames [18]. Kernel tracking is typically performed by computing the motion of the object, which is represented by a primitive object region, from one frame to the next. The object motion is generally in the form of parametric motion (translation, conformal, affine, etc.) or the dense flow field computed in subsequent frames. These algorithms differ in terms of the appearance representation used, the number of objects tracked and the method used to estimate the object motion.
The most common and primitive approach of kernel tracking is template matching, Birchfeild et. al. [70] used image illumination and image gradients feature in template matching. A major limitation of template matching is high computational cost as the algorithm sums up to brute force search. Comaniciu [46, 71] used a weighted histogram computed from a circular region to represent the object. Instead of performing a brute force search for locating the object, they use the mean-shift procedure. The mean shift algorithm was originally invented by Fukunaga and Hostetler [24] for data clustering, which they called a “valley-seeking procedure”. It was first introduced into the image processing community several years ago by Cheng [48]. Comaniciu et. al. successfully applied it to image segmentation and tracking.

The mean shift tracking algorithm uses a color histogram to describe the target region. The tracker maximizes the appearance similarity iteratively by comparing the histograms of the object ‘Q’, and the window around the hypothesized object location, ‘P’ [47]. The Kullback-Leibler divergence, Bhattacharyya coefficient and other information-theoretic similarity measures are commonly employed to measure the similarity between the template region and the current target region. At each iteration, the mean-shift vector is computed such that the histogram similarity is increased. This process is repeated until convergence is achieved, which usually takes five to six iterations [18].

Comaniciu et. al. extended the mean-shift tracking approach by using a joint spatial-color histogram instead of just a color histogram. An obvious advantage of the mean-shift tracker over the standard template matching is the elimination
of a brute force search, and the computation of the translation of the object patch in a smaller number of iterations. To track objects in video frame sequences, the color image data has to be represented as a probability distribution. Color histograms are used to accomplish this task. Color distributions derived from video image sequences change over time, so the mean shift algorithm has to be modified to adapt dynamically to the probability distribution it is tracking. Bradski [25] implemented CAMshift (Continuously Adaptive Mean shift) algorithm to meet these requirements.

Jepson et. al. [72], propose an object tracker that tracks an object as a three component mixture, consisting of the stable appearance features, transient features and noise process. Another kernel based approach to track a region defined by a primitive shape is to compute its translation by use of an optical flow method. Optical flow methods are used for generating dense flow fields by computing the flow vector of each pixel under the brightness constancy constraint [26] [19],

$$I(x, y, t) - I(x + dx, y + dy, t + dt) = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} 2.4

This computation is always carried out in the neighborhood of the pixel either algebraically [27] or geometrically [26]. Extending optical flow methods to compute the translation of a rectangular region is trivial. Shi and Tomasi [28] proposed the Lucas Kanade optical flow object tracker which iteratively computes the translation \((du, dv)\) of a region centered on an interest point.
2.2.3 Silhouette Tracking

Silhouette based methods provide an accurate shape description for the objects tracked. The goal of a silhouette-based object tracker is to find the object region in each frame by means of an object model generated using the previous frames. This model can be in the form of a color histogram, object edges or the object contour. Tracking is performed by estimating the object region in each frame. Silhouette tracking methods use the information encoded inside the object region. This information can be in the form of appearance density and shape models which are usually in the form of edge maps. Given the object models, silhouettes are tracked by either shape matching or contour evolution. The representations chosen by the silhouette-based object trackers can be in the form of motion models (similar to point trackers), appearance models (similar to kernel trackers), or shape models or a combination of these.

Object appearance is usually modeled by parametric or nonparametric density functions such as mixture of Gaussians or histograms. Object shape can be modeled in the form of contour subspace where a subspace is generated from a set of possible object contours obtained from different object poses [32]. Additionally, object shape can be implicitly modeled via a level set function where the grid positions are assigned at the distance generated from different level set functions corresponding to different object poses [29].

Appearance-based shape representations are also commonly used by researchers who employ a brute force silhouette search. For edge-based shape representation, Hausdorff distance is the most widely used measure. However,
Hausdorff measure is known for its sensitivity to noise. Hence instead of using the maximum of distances, researchers have considered using an average of the distances [30]. Occlusion handling is another important aspect of silhouette tracking methods. Usually methods do not address the occlusion problem explicitly. A common approach is to assume constant motion or constant acceleration where, during occlusion, the object silhouette from the previous frame is translated to its hypothetical new position. Few methods explicitly handle object occlusions by enforcing shape constraints [31] [29].

Based on the literature review, motion based algorithms were implemented to obtain pedestrian and vehicle detection and point tracking algorithms were implemented for tracking.
CHAPTER 3

OBJECT DETECTION

Many computer vision applications depend heavily on the ability to detect moving objects in a video stream and extract information. Images from the video stream are analyzed and processed by various video processing techniques in a reliable and effective way taking into account problems like unconstrained environments, non-stationary background and different motion patterns of objects. Furthermore different types of objects such as pedestrians, vehicles etc. pose various problems in object detection [40].

Objects in the pedestrian and vehicle detection primarily focus on extracting foreground objects information and classifying the foreground objects into pedestrian or vehicles or any other objects. One of the primary advantages of this model is a stationary camera which provides an opportunity to model a steady background to detect the foreground objects.

The basic steps involved are extracting foreground object information using background subtraction techniques, applying connected component analysis and foreground clean up algorithms and classifying the foreground objects into pedestrians or vehicles.

3.1 Background Foreground Segmentation

Background foreground segmentation is achieved by background subtraction from an image leaving the non-stationary foreground components. Background Subtraction is a process to detect a movement or significant differences inside of
the video frame, when compared to a reference, and to remove all the non-significant components (background).

Background Subtraction Algorithms:

- Frame differencing [33, 65]
- Background Averaging [35] [41]
- Mixture of Gaussians method [34]
- Codebook Method [36]

3.1.1 Frame Differencing

Frame difference method is a basic background subtraction method. Frame difference method uses of the difference between the two consecutive frames in a video sequences or the difference between current frame and a reference background frame to extract motion region of an image creating a difference image. In the difference image, the pixels with same intensity i.e. background pixels are eliminated while the pixels with changed intensities of the foreground remains as the foreground. This change is caused by movement, but all the pixel intensities are not the same, minor variations in the intensities give a difference value and are considered as foreground pixel. To avoid this, a binary process such as thresholding is applied on the difference image to distinguish the moving foreground objects and the stationary background [38]. Each pixel value in the difference image larger than the threshold i.e. the difference is large enough to be classified as foreground is assigned as a foreground object and the rest background.
\[
FG(i, j) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } |I_t(i, j) - I_{t-1}(i, j)| > \text{threshold} \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where, \(FG(i,j)\) is the foreground image, \(i\) and \(j\) are pixel coordinates \(I_t(i,j)\) and \(I_{t-1}(i,j)\) are current and previous images

Frame difference method is computationally fast and inexpensive but has some drawbacks. Selecting threshold value is a very important aspect of the Frame Difference Algorithm. Foreground detection is very sensitive to threshold value. Selecting a low threshold value leads to false detection as minor changes in illumination cause a difference in pixel value leading to false detection of foreground. Selecting a high threshold leads to detection failure of foreground objects, as even if there is difference in pixel value, as the threshold is high the pixels are discarded.

Frame difference method is dependent on the movement of foreground objects, majority of pixels interior to foreground objects occupy the same locations in the consecutive frames. In the difference image, these pixels are considered as background as the pixels belonging to same object have same intensities and the difference of these pixel values does not cross the threshold causing holes of background inside the detected foreground objects. The effects the above problem can be reduced by subtracting every 3\(^{rd}\) frame or every 5\(^{th}\) frame in the video stream instead of consecutive frames.

Frame difference is completely dependent on the motion of the foreground objects. If the object becomes stationary, the algorithm cannot detect the objects.
This is a drawback for pedestrian detection as the algorithm cannot detect stationary people at crosswalks.

Frame Difference Pseudo Code

Initialization values of variable used for the algorithm:

Threshold = 30

Algorithm

Step 1: Grab a frame $I_{t-1}$

Step 2: Convert to grey scale single channel image $g_{t-1}$

Step 3: Grab the next frame $I_t$

Step 4: Convert the second frame to single channel $g_t$

Subtract the second frame from the first frame in each pixel value respectively to give a difference image.

Step 5: $I_{diffImg} = g_t - g_{t-1}$

Step 6: If ($I_{diffImg}(x, y) > \text{Threshold}$) then

Step 6a: foreground Image $(x, y) = 1$

Step 7: Else

Step 7a: foreground Image $(x, y) = 0$

Step 8: End

The difference image under ideal conditions should consist of only foreground objects that are moving but due to illumination changes and noise some pixels have a positive values and if the value is greater than the threshold, they are considered as foreground.
3.1.2 Averaging Background Method

The Averaging Background Method is also known as Gaussian Average Method. In this method, background model is built by arithmetic average of pixel values in a sequence images and frame difference is applied on next image and the background model. This algorithm is memory efficient and fast, but has a shortcoming of being not very accurate [41].

\[ \text{BG} (x,y) = \sum_{k=1}^{n} I(x, y, k) \]

where, \( \text{BG}(x,y) \) is the background model
\( n \) is the number if images to learn the background
\( I(x, y, k) \) is the Current image. \( x, y \) are pixel coordinates

In Averaging Background Method algorithm, the background is modeled based on ideally fitting a Gaussian probability density on the last 'n' pixel value. The averaging method basically learns the average and standard deviation of each pixel as its model of the background. A difference image is derived by subtracting the average model from the current frame and the new image is subject to threshold like in frame difference [39].

Background averaging has some drawbacks. It is not robust to scenes with slow moving objects. It cannot handle backgrounds with multiple stages such as moving trees and recovers slowly when the background is changed.

Averaging Background Pseudo Code

Initialization values of variable used for the algorithm:

No. of frames to learn Background = 30

Ihi = high threshold = 30, Ilow = low threshold = 9
Ihi, Ihi1, Ihi2, Ihi3: Images to store higher threshold bound channel wise
Ilow, Ilow1, Ilow2, Ilow3: Images to store lower threshold bound
Igray1, Igray2, Igray3: Grayscale values of current image to compare with the threshold values
Iavg: Average of pixel values; Idiff: difference image

Step 1: If (Current frame count < No. of frames to learn Background)
Step 2: Accumulate background
Step 2a: Add image to Iavg
Step 2b: Subtract image from previous Image
Step 2c: Add difference image to Idiff
Step 3: Else if (Current frame count = No. of frames to learn Background) then
Create Models Statistics
Step 3a: Scale Idiff to high threshold and add Iavg = Ihi
Step 3b: Split image channel wise into Ihi1, Ihi2 and Ihi3
Step 3c: Scale Idiff to low threshold and add Iavg = ILow
Step 3d: Split image channel wise into Ilow1, Ilow2 and Ilow3
Step 4: Else backgroundDiff
Step 4a: Split the current image Igray1, Igray2, Igray3
Step 4b: If ( Ilow < Igray < Ihi) then Pixels are foreground
Step 4c: Else Background
Step 5: End
3.1.3 Mixture of Gaussians

In the mixture of Gaussians model, values of a pixel are modeled as a mixture of Gaussians. Based on the persistence and the variance of each of the Gaussians of the mixture, it is determined which Gaussians correspond to background colors. Pixel values that do not fit the background distributions are considered foreground until there is a Gaussian that includes them with sufficient, consistent evidence supporting it. Each pixel of the background is modeled by a separate mixture of 'K' Gaussians as

\[ P(X_t) = \sum_{i=1}^{K} \omega_{i,t} \cdot \eta(X_t, \mu_{i,t}, \Sigma_{i,t}) \]  

where \( K \) is the number of Gaussians (\( K = 3 \) to 5). \( X_t \) is the current pixel value vector, which consists of red, green, blue component intensity. \( \omega_{i,t} \) is an estimate of the weight of the \( i^{th} \) Gaussian in the mixture at time \( t \);

\( \mu_{i,t} \) and \( \Sigma_{i,t} \) are respectively the mean value and the covariance matrix of the \( i^{th} \) Gaussian in the mixture at time \( t \) (This assumes that the red, green, blue pixel components are independent), and \( \eta \) is a Gaussian probability density function [42]

\[ X_t = (x_{t}^r, x_{t}^g, x_{t}^b) \]

\[ \mu_{i,t} = (\mu_{i,t}^r, \mu_{i,t}^g, \mu_{i,t}^b) \]

\[
\frac{1}{(2\pi)^{n/2} |\Sigma|^{1/2}} e^{-1/2 (X_t - \mu_t) \Sigma^{-1} (X_t - \mu_t)}
\]

Foreground segmentation consists of two independent problems: 1) estimating the parameters of 'k' Gaussians and 2) evaluating the likelihood of each Gaussian to represent the background.

1) Estimating Parameters of K-Gaussian Distributions
The weights and means are initialized to 0. Variances are set to a large value \( V_0 \). Then at time \( t \), every new pixel value \( X_t \) is checked against the existing \( K \) Gaussian distributions, until a match is found. A match is defined as a pixel value \( X_t \) within 2.5 standard deviations of a distribution. The \( \mu \) and \( \Sigma \) parameters of the unmatched Gaussian distributions remain the same, and the parameters of Gaussian \( G_i \) in the mixture that matches \( X_t \) is updated as follows:

\[
\mu_t = (1-\rho) \ast \mu_{t-1} + \rho \ast X_t
\]

\[
\Sigma_{i,t} = (1-\rho) \ast \Sigma_{i,t-1} + \rho \ast \text{diag}[(X_t - \mu_{i,t})^T \ast (X_t - \mu_{i,t})]
\]

where, \( \rho = \alpha \ast \eta (X_t | \mu_{i,t-1}, \Sigma_{i,t-1}) \), '\( \alpha \)' is the learning rate, \( \text{diag} [x] \) produces a diagonal matrix from matrix \( X_t \). If none of the \( K \) Gaussians matches the current pixel value \( X_t \), the least probable distribution \( G_j \) is reassigned, where \( j = \arg\min \{ \omega_{i,t-1} \} \), \( \omega_{j,t-1} = W_0 \), \( \mu_{j,t} = X_t \), \( \Sigma_{j,t-1} = V_0 \).

\[
\sum_{j,t-1} = V_0 \ast I
\]

Where, '\( W_0 \)' is a small prior weight; '\( I \)' is a 3 x 3 identity matrix. Then the weight of all \( K \) Gaussian distributions at time \( t \), \( \omega_{i,t} \) are updated as:

\[
\omega_{i,t} = (1-\alpha) \ast \omega_{i,t-1} + \alpha \ast M_{i,t}
\]

\[
\omega_{i,t} = \omega_{i,t} \ / \ \sum_{m=1}^{K} \omega_{i,t}
\]

where, \( M_{i,t} = 1 \) for the Gaussian distribution, \( G_i \) which matched the \( X_t \), and 0 for the unmatched Gaussians.

2) Background Model Estimation

After the parameters of each pixel model are updated, the Gaussians which are most likely to be produced by background processes are determined. First, the Gaussians are ordered by the value of \( \omega / \| \Sigma \| \), so the most likely background
distributions will remain on top and the less probable transient background distributions will move towards the bottom and eventually be replaced by new distributions. Then, the first \( B \) distributions are chosen as the background model and expressed as shown in equation 3.8

\[
B = \arg\min_b \left( \sum_{m=1}^{k} \omega_k > T \right)
\]

where \( T \) is a threshold \((0.5 < T < 1)\), the first \( B \) components of the sorted mixture Gaussians are responsible for the background. If the pixel \( X_t \) is best modeled by one of the background components (the pixel value \( X_t \) matches one of the \( B \) distributions), it is marked as background, otherwise it is classified as foreground.

Mixture of Gaussians Pseudo code

Initialization values of variable used for the algorithm:

No. of Components = \( k = 3 \), Learning rate \( \alpha = 0.01 \), Background Threshold = \( BgThr = 0.9 \), Standard Deviation threshold = \( StdDevThr = 3.5 \)

Initial Weights = 0.05, Initial Standard Deviation = InitStdDev = 6

Mean(\( i, j, k \)), Weight (\( i, j, k \)) , SD (\( i, j, k \)) : Mean, weight, standard deviation matrices. \( i, j \) pixel locations, \( k \) number of gaussians.

\( \text{rank}(i, j, k) \): store rank values i.e. likelihood of the pixel belonging to foreground or the background

**Step 1: Initialize Weight, Mean, Standard Deviation Matrices**

*Step 1a: Mean (\( i, j, k \)) = random in range \((0 \text{ - } 255)\)*

*Step 1b: Weight (\( i, j, k \)) = 0.05*

*Step 1c: SD (\( i, j, k \)) = InitStdDev*
Step 1d: \( \text{diffImg} = \text{Current frame} - \text{Mean} \)

Step 2: if \((\text{diffImg (i, j, k) < StdDevThr * SD (i, j, k)})\) [Match]

    Step 2a: Update Weight \((i, j, k) = (1-\alpha) * \text{Weight (i, j, k)} + \alpha\)

    Step 2b: \(P = \alpha / \text{Weight (i, j, k)}\)

    Step 2c: Update Mean \((i, j, k) = (1-P)*\text{Mean (i, j, k)} + P*\text{Current frame (i, j)}\)

    Step 2d: Update SD \((i, j, k) = [(1-P) * (\text{SD(i, j, k)})^2 + P * (\text{Current Frame (i, j)} - (\text{Mean(i, j, k)}))^2]^{1/2}\)

Step 3: Else [No Match, create new Gaussian]

    Step 3a: Update Weight \((i, j, k) = (1-\alpha) * \text{Weight (i, j, k)}\)

    Step 3b: \(\text{Min (i, j, x)} = \text{minimum [ Weight (i, j, x) ]}\)

    Step 3c: \(\text{Mean (i, j, x)} = \text{frame(i, j)}\)

    Step 3d: \(\text{SD(i, j, x)} = \text{initStdDev}\)

Step 4: Normalize Weight \((i, j, k) = \text{Weight (i, j, k)} / \text{Sum [Weight (i, j, k)]}\)

Step 5: Update bgImg \((i, j, :) = \text{bgImg(i, j, k) + Mean(i, j, k) * Weight (i, j, k)}\)

Step 6: Update rank \((i, j, :) = \text{Weight (i, j, :) / SD (i, j, :)}\)

Step 7: Extract Foreground if \((\text{Weight (i, j, :) >= threshold})\) then

    Step 7a: if \((\text{diff (i, j, :) <= StdDevThr * SD (i, j, :)})\) then

        Step 7b: \(\text{fg (i, j)} = 0\) (Background)

        Step 7c: Else \(\text{fg (i, j)} = 1\) (Foreground)

Step 8: End

3.1.4 The Codebook Method

In the codebook method, background model is built considering color and brightness changes. For each pixel, a codebook consisting of one or more
codewords is built. A codebook is formed to represent significant states in the background. A new pixel value is compared to observed values. If the value is close to a prior value, then it is modeled as a perturbation on that color and is associated with that corresponding codebook. If it is not close, then it can seed a new group of colors to be associated with that pixel forming a new codebook. The result could be envisioned as a bunch of blobs floating in RGB space, each blob representing a separate volume considered likely to be background [35].

The codebook algorithm adopts a quantization/clustering technique, to construct a background model from long observation sequences. For each pixel, it builds a codebook consisting of one or more codewords. Samples at each pixel are clustered into the set of codewords based on a color distortion metric together with brightness bounds. Not all pixels have the same number of codewords. The clusters represented by codewords do not necessarily correspond to single Gaussian or other parametric distributions. The background is encoded on a pixel-by-pixel basis. Detection involves testing the difference of the current image from the background model with respect to color and brightness differences.

Construction of initial codebook:

Let \( X \) be a training sequence for a single pixel consisting of \( N \) RGB-vectors:

\[
X = \{X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_n\}
\]

Let \( C = \{C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_l\} \) represent the codebook for the pixel consisting of \( L \) codewords. Each pixel has a different codebook size based on its sample variation.
Each codeword $C_i$, $i = 1 \ldots L$, consists of an RGB vector $V_i = (R_i, G_i, B_i)$ and a 6-tuple $\text{aux}_i = \{i, j, f, \lambda, p, q\}$. The tuple $\text{aux}_i$ contains intensity (brightness) values and temporal variables described below:

- $i, j$: the minimum and maximum brightness, respectively, of all pixels assigned to this codeword
- $f$: the frequency with which the codeword has occurred
- $\lambda$: the maximum negative run-length (MNRL) defined as the longest interval during the training period that the codeword has NOT recurred
- $p, q$: the first and last access times, respectively, that the codeword has occurred.

The initial training period each value '$X_t$' sampled at time '$t$' is compared to current codebook to determine which codeword '$C_m$' matches it. The color distortion measure and brightness bounds are employed to determine which codewords matched best.

The codebooks are matched when pure colors of '$X_t$' and '$C_m$' are close enough and the brightness of '$X_t$' lies between acceptable brightness bounds of '$C_m$'.

In practice, the choice of RGB is not particularly optimal. It is better to use a color space aligned with brightness, such as the YUV color space. The reason for this is that, empirically, most of the variation in background tends to be along the brightness axis, not the color axis.

When we have an input pixel $X_t = (R, G, B)$ and a codeword $C_i$ where $V_i = (R_i, G_i, B_i)$, the color distortion $\delta$ can be calculated as shown in equation 3.9

$$P^2 = \| X_t \|^2 \cos^2 \theta = (X_t, V_t)^2 / \| V_i \|^2$$
\[
\text{Colordist} \ (X_t, V_i) = \delta = \sqrt{(||X_t||^2 - p^2)}
\]

where, \( ||X_t||^2 = R^2 + G^2 + B^2 \), \( ||V_i||^2 = R_i^2 + G_i^2 + B_i^2 \), \( (X_t, V_i)^2 = (R_i R + G_i G + B_i B)^2 \). Color distortion measure can be interpreted as a brightness-weighted version in the normalized color space. This is equivalent to geometrically rescaling (normalizing) a codeword vector to the brightness of an input pixel. This way, the brightness is taken into consideration for measuring the color distortion, avoiding the instability of normalized colors.

For brightness changes in detection, \( I \) and \( J \) (minimum and maximum brightness) statistics are stored, which are the minimum and maximum brightness of all pixels assigned to a codeword. The brightness changes are allowed to vary in range \([I_{\text{low}}, I_{\text{high}}]\)

\[
I_{\text{low}} = \alpha J \quad I_{\text{high}} = \min \{ \beta J, I / \alpha \}
\]

where, \( \alpha < 1 \) and \( \beta > 1 \) typically the range \([I_{\text{low}}, I_{\text{high}}]\)

Brightness function is defined as:

\[
\text{Brightness} \ (I, (i,j)) = \begin{cases} 
\text{true} & \text{if } I_{\text{low}} < ||X_t|| < I_{\text{high}} \\
\text{false} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Foreground detection:

For an incoming pixel \( X \) foreground or background classification \( \text{FG}(x) \) (foreground image) is given as follows:

Step 1: \( x = (R, G, B), I \leq \sqrt{(R^2 + G^2 + B^2)} \)

Step 2: For all codewords \( \mu \), find codeword \( C_m \) matching \( X \) based on:

- \( \text{Colordist}(X, C_m) < \varepsilon \)
- \( \text{Brightness}(I, (I, J)) = \text{true} \)
Step 3:

\( FG(x) = \) foreground if there is no match (step 2)

\( = \) background otherwise

\( \varepsilon \) is the detection threshold [36].

Codebook Method Pseudo code

\( x_t(\delta) \): Current pixel value vector; \( C_m(\varepsilon) \): Codeword values; \( aux_m \): tuple contains intensity(brightness) values and temporal variables

**Step 1:** If (Current frame count < No. of frames to learn Background) then

**Step 1a:** for \( t = 1 \) to \( N \) (\( N = \) No. of frames to learn Background)

**Step 1b:** \( x_t = (R^2 + G^2 + B^2)^{1/2} \)

**Step 1c:** If \( \delta < \varepsilon \) and bright \( I, \{I, J\} = True \) (match the codewords) then

**Step 1d:** Update the matched codeword \( C_m \)

\( V_m = (f_m(R_m), f_m(G_m), f_m(B_m)) \)

\( aux_m = \{ I_m, J_m, f_m, \lambda_m, p_m, q_m \} \)

**Step 1e:** Create a new codeword

\( V_m = (R_m, G_m, B_m) \)

\( aux_m = \{ I, I, 1, t-1, t, t \} \)

**Step 2:** Else (Background Subtraction)

**Step 2a:** \( x_t = (R^2 + G^2 + B^2)^{1/2} \)

**Step 2b:** If \( \delta < \varepsilon \) and bright \( I, \{I, J\} = True \) then (Match the codewords)

Goto **Step 1d** (Update the codeword)

**Step 2c:** Else
Pixel is Foreground

Step 3: End

Where $\delta = \text{colordist}(x_t, v_m) = \sqrt{(|x||2 - \rho)}$;

$\rho = (R_m R + G_m G + B_m B)^2 / (R^2_m + G^2_m + B^2_m)$

$\text{bright}[I, \{I, J\}] = \text{true} \text{ if } l_{low} < ||x|| < l_{high}$

$\quad = \text{false otherwise}$;

3.2 Foreground Clean-up and connected components

The outcome of the background-foreground segmentation step is a single channel grayscale image consisting of binary values. The foreground has only two values for every pixel i.e. whether it belongs to a foreground (255) or background (0). This raw segmented image is noisy and has foreground pixels spread out around the image. All these pixels may not belong to foreground, some of them may be caused due to illumination variation etc. Generally the foreground pixels cluster around the area of a foreground object and the noise pixels are sparsely located and are not clustered. The noise pixels can be eliminated by applying morphological techniques such as erosion to get rid of scarcely placed noise pixel and dilation to rebuild the area of surviving components that was lost in erosion. After the initial cleanup, a connected component analysis is applied to the foreground mask to extract regions containing the foreground objects. Connected components labeling scans the image, pixel by pixel (from top to bottom and from left to right) to identify regions of adjacent pixels which share the same intensity in case of a binary image, the
pixels with intensity 255. These regions are retrieved as contours and are filtered considering factors such as relevance of the area of the contour to the foreground objects size.

3.2.1 Morphological Operations (Dilation and Erosion)

In the morphological dilation and erosion operations, the state of any given pixel in the output image is determined by applying a rule to the corresponding pixel and its neighbors in the input image. The rule used to process the pixels defines the operation as dilation or erosion [43].

Erosion: The value of the output pixel is the minimum value of all the pixels in the input pixel's neighborhood. In a binary image, if any of the pixels is set to 0, the output pixel is set to 0. In mathematical terms, Let 'A' and 'B' be sets in Z^d, d > 0. Let (B)_x denote the translation of 'B' by 'x' and let 'B' denote the reflection of 'B' with respect to its origin [43]. The erosion of 'A' by 'B', A or B, is defined as

\[ A \text{ or } B = \{ x \mid (B)_x \cap A \text{ not equal to 0} \} \] 3.12

Dilation: The value of the output pixel is the maximum value of all the pixels in the input pixel's neighborhood. In a binary image, if any of the pixels is set to the value 1, the output pixel is set to 1. In mathematical terms, Let 'A' and 'B' be sets in Z^d, d > 0. Let (B)_x denote the translation of 'B' by 'x' and let 'B' denote the reflection of 'B' with respect to its origin [44]. The erosion of 'A' by 'B', A and B, is defined as

\[ A \text{ and } B = \{ x \mid (B)_x \cap A \text{ not equal to 0} \} \] 3.13
3.2.2 Connected Components

Connected component labeling works on binary or grayscale images and different measures of connectivity are possible such as 4 – connectivity, 8 – connectivity etc. The connected components labeling operator scans the image by moving along a row until it comes to a point 'p' (where 'p' denotes the pixel to be labeled at any stage in the scanning process) for which $Value = 1$. When this is true, it examines the four neighbors of 'p' which have already been encountered in the scan based on this information, the labeling of 'p' occurs as follows:

- If all the neighbors of 'p' are of the value 0 then assign a label 'q'
- If all the neighbors of 'p' are of the value 1 then assign a label 'p'
- If more than one of the neighbors of the value 1, assign one of the labels to 'p' and make a note of the equivalences.

After the completion of the scan, a secondary scan is made in which each label is replaced by label assigned to its equivalence classes. The foreground components has only two labels 'p' and 'q' belonging to foreground and background respectively and all the nearby blobs are approximated and labeled as single foreground object [45]. After the connected component labeling, the boundaries of the blobs are approximated to polygon lines or to convex hulls to a clear boundary.
CHAPTER 4
OBJECT TRACKING

4.1 Mean Shift Tracking

The mean shift algorithm is a robust statistical algorithm which finds local extrema in the probability distribution. It works with a search window that is positioned over a section of the distribution. Within this search window the local maxima is determined by a simple average computation. The search window is moved to a new position and average computation is repeated again. This procedure is repeated until the algorithm finds a local maximum and converges.

Every pixel in a frame has a probability value $P(u, v)$, depending on its color/intensity, '$P$' which indicates how likely is the pixel related to the target object. Using the probability values a frame can be represented as a 2D probability distribution and the mean shift algorithm can be applied. Mean shift is used in color-based object tracking because it is simple and robust but, is heavily dependent on the color of the object. Sudden illumination changes, occurrence of other objects with similar color proportions, similarity of the background color to the object color pose some problems to efficiency of the algorithm.

Mean Shift Algorithm

The mean shift algorithm iteratively shifts a data point to the average data points in its neighborhood similar to clustering. Consider a set $S$ of 'n' data points $X_i$ in d-D Euclidean space '$X$'. Let $K(x)$ denote a kernel function that indicates how much 'x' contributes to the estimation of the mean. Then, the sample mean '$m$' at 'x' with kernel '$K$' is given by
\[ m(x) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} K(x-x_i)x_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} K(x-x_i)} \] 4.1

Where, kernel \( K \) is a function of \( ||X||^2 \)

The difference \( m(x) - x \) is called mean shift. Mean shift algorithm iteratively moves data point to its mean, in each iteration, \( x \leftarrow m(x) \) and the algorithm stops when \( m(x) = x \). The sequence \( x, m(x), m(m(x)) \ldots \) is called the trajectory of \( x \). If sample means are computed at multiple points, after each iteration, an update is made simultaneously on all these points [47].

Mean shift Tracking

Let \( X_i, i = 1 \ldots n \), denote pixel locations of target model centered at 0. Let \( b(x_i) \) denote the color bin of the color at \( X_i \). Assume size of model is normalized; so, kernel radius \( 'h' = 1 \). The probability of the color \('u' \) in the target model is derived by employing a convex and monotonic decreasing kernel profile \('k' \) which assigns a smaller weight to the locations that are farther from the center of the target. The weighting increases the robustness of the estimation, since the peripheral pixels are the least reliable, being often affected by occlusions (clutter) or background. The radius of the kernel profile \( = 1 \), by assuming that the generic coordinates \('x' \) and \('y' \) are normalized with \( hx \) and \( hy \), respectively. The probability \('q' \) of color \('u' \) in the model is:

\[ q_u = \sum_{i=1}^{n} K(|| x_i ||^2) \delta (b(x_i) = u) \] 4.2

where, \( \delta \) is the Kronecker delta function. The normalization constant \('C' \) is derived by imposing the condition \( \sum_{u=1}^{m} q_u = 1 \), from where

\[ C = \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} K(|| x_i ||^2)} \] 4.3
Since the summation of delta functions for \( u = 1 \ldots m \) is equal to 1. Target Candidates: Let \( Y_i, i = 1 \ldots n \), denote pixel location of the targets centered at 'y' in the current frame. The probability of the color 'u' in the target candidate is given by:

\[
p_{u}(y) = C_h \sum_{i=1}^{nh} k \left( \left\| \frac{y-y_i}{h} \right\|^2 \right) \delta \left( b(y_i) - u \right)
\]

Where, \( C_h \) is the normalization constant. The radius of the kernel profile determines the number of pixels (i.e., the scale) of the target candidate.

Tracking Algorithm:

Given the distribution \( \{ q_u \} \) of the target model and the estimated location \( y \) of the target in the previous frame:

Step 1: Initialize the location of the target in the current frame to \( y \), compute the distribution \( \{ p_u(y) \} \) and \( \rho (p(y), q) \) where, \( \rho \) is the Bhattacharya coefficient:

\[
\rho (p(y), q) = \sum_{u=1}^{m} \sqrt{p_u(y) q_u}
\]

Step 2: Apply mean shift and calculate the new location \( z \)

\[
z = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{nh} g \left( \left\| y-y_i / h \right\|^2 \right) y_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{nh} g \left( \left\| y-y_i / h \right\|^2 \right)}
\]

Calculate \( \{ p_u(z) \} \) and \( \rho (p(z), q) \)

Step 3: while \( \rho (p(z), q) < \rho (p(y), q) \), do \( z \leftarrow (y+z)/2 \)

If \( \left\| z - y \right\| \) is small enough, stop. Else set \( y \leftarrow z \) and go to step 1.

In practice, a window of pixels are considered for \( y_i \) of size \( h \). Step 3 validates the target’s new location and it can stop when \( y \) and \( z \) round off to the same pixel.

Mean Shift tracking Algorithm

The main steps in the mean-shift algorithm are as follows [50]:

1. Initialize the size and position of the search window
2. Find the centre of gravity of the search window

3. Calculate the distance vector between the centre of the search window and centre of gravity and shift the search window equal to the distance vector

4. Repeat from step 2 until convergence

pseudo code

Step 1: Calculate current candidate histogram, and Bhattacharyya distance between model & candidate histogram

Step 2: New weights histogram with each bin = \( \sqrt{\frac{\text{value(model)}}{\text{value(candidate)}}} \)

Step 3: Compute

   Step 3a: \( m00 = \text{sum of all weights} \)
   Step 3b: \( m01 = \text{sum of (weight * x value of pixel with this color)} \)
   Step 3c: \( m10 = \text{sum of (weight * y value of pixel with this color)} \)
   Step 3d: mean shift in direction \( x \) = \( \frac{m10}{m00} - \text{width / 2} \)
   Step 3e: mean shift in direction \( y \) = \( \frac{m01}{m00} - \text{height / 2} \)

Step 4: Shift candidate rectangle in computed direction

Step 5: Compute histogram of shifted rectangle and Bhattacharyya distance between model and shifted histogram

Step 6: While (distance from step 1 > just computed distance)

   Step 6a: Shift candidate rectangle with half mean shift
   Step 6b: Compute histogram of shifted ellipse, and
   Step 6c: Compute Bhattacharyya distance between model and shifted histogram

Step 7: If \( ((\text{mean shift in direction } x)^2 + (\text{mean shift in direction } y)^2) < \epsilon \) then
4.2 Lucas Kanade Tracking

The Lucas-Kanade (LK) method is often used to compute optical flow. The optical flow is a velocity field associated with image changes. This effect generally appears due to the relative movement between object and camera or by moving the light sources that illuminates the scene [49]. A velocity or displacement can be associated with pixels from previous frame to current frame. By measuring the associated velocity and displacement one can track the point of interest in successive frames. The LK algorithm relies only on local information that is derived from small window surrounding each of the points of interest but the disadvantage of using a small window is that large motions can move outside the local window. To overcome this, a pyramidal Lucas Kanade method was implemented, which tracks starting from highest level of an image pyramid (lowest detail) and working down to lower levels (finer detail). Tracking over image pyramids allows large motions to be caught by local windows [35].

The basic idea of Lucas Kanade algorithm rests on three assumptions:

- **Brightness Constancy**: A pixel from the image of an object in the scene does not change in appearance as it moves from frame to frame.
For grayscale images, this means we assume that the brightness of a pixel does not change as it is tracked from frame to frame.

- **Temporal persistence**: The image motion of a surface patch changes slowly in time. In practice, this means the temporal increments are fast enough relative to the scale of motion in the image that the object does not move much from frame to frame.

- **Spatial coherence**: Neighboring points in a scene belong to the same surface, have similar motion, and project to nearby points on the image plane.

![Figure 4.1 Assumption of Lucas Kanade Optical flow method](image)

The first requirement, brightness constancy, is just the requirement that pixels in one tracked patch look the same over time:

\[
f( x, t ) = I( x(t), t ) = I( x( t+dt), t+dt ) \tag{4.7}
\]

Implies that change in intensity of the pixel over time is 0 as in 4.8a and from the second assumption, change between current frame to the next frame is differentially small. By applying chain rule of partial differentiation 4.8b, \( l_x \) is the spatial derivative across the first image, \( l_t \) is the derivative between images over...
time and \( V \) is the velocity. Therefore the associated velocity can be calculated by 4.8c.

\[
a. \quad \frac{df(x)}{dt} = 0 \quad b. \quad \frac{\partial I}{\partial x} \bigg| \frac{\partial x}{\partial t} \bigg| + \frac{\partial I}{\partial t} \\
\quad V = \frac{tx}{tt} \quad 4.8
\]

Consider Figure 4.2, which shows an edge moving to the right along the \( x \)-axis. The velocity \( V \) at which the edge is moving is the rise over run, where the rise is over time and the run is the slope (spatial derivative).

The initial assumption about brightness constancy is always not true as the brightness is not stable and time steps are often not as fast relative to the motion. This means that our solution for the velocity is not exact. But if the solution is close enough, Newton’s method can be used to iterate to a solution with initial estimate of velocity as the starting point, for the next iteration and then repeated to converge to a solution. If the initial estimate is not close enough, the outcome will diverge.

Now, for a two dimensional solution, the brightness constancy assumption:
In this equation there are two unknowns, and hence a unique solution cannot be obtained for a 2-d motion at that point. This can be solved for the motion component only normal to the line described by the equation. The Normal optical flow leads to aperture problem, which occurs as the flow component only in the gradient direction can be determined. The motion parallel to the edge cannot be determined. To overcome this problem, more constraints are required such as optical flow changes smoothly locally, that \((u, v)\) is constant within small neighborhood of a pixel i.e. if a local patch of pixels move coherently, motion of the central pixel can be calculated using a system of equation of the surrounding pixels. The Lucas Kanade tracking algorithm gives a good performance when the tracking window is centered over a corner region of an object [35]. The algorithms cannot track large motions. To overcome this problem, objects are tracked over large spatial scales using image pyramids followed by refining the initial motion velocity assumptions by working down the levels of the image pyramid.

![Figure 4.3 Pyramid Lucas Kanade Optical flow](image.png)
The Lucas-Kanade optical flow tracking method provides a good tracking for objects for which the assumptions apply, such as considerable brightness constancy which can be overcome by Newton’s method and small motion, which can be overcome by using image pyramids. This method gives a good performance when used to track corners, and hence it is used in conjunction with corner detection algorithms.

Lucas Kanade pyramidal Optical flow tracking pseudo code

The optical tracking component uses the pyramidal implementation of the Lucas-Kanade optical flow algorithm, which first identifies and then tracks features in an image. These features are pixels whose spatial gradient matrices have a large enough minimum Eigen value.

Step 1: Pre-compute the spatial derivatives Ix and Iy

Step 2: For each point i

   Step 2a: Compute gradient covariance matrix, Zi

   Step 2b: Initialize ui = (0, 0)

   Step 2c: Repeat until convergence

Step 3: Compute It from first image and shifted second image, It = I(xi)−J(xi+ui)

Step 4: Compute ei

Step 5: Find the estimate of displacement, vi = Zi−1 ei

Step 6: ui = ui + vi

Step 7: if || vi || < εlk (minimum displacement threshold) then Exit

Step 8: End

Lucas Kanade Pyramidal Method
Step 1: For each feature $i$,

Step 1a: Initialize $u_i \leftarrow (0, 0)^T$

Step 1b: Initialize $\lambda_i$

Step 2: For pyramid level $n - 1$ to 0 step -1,

Step 2a: For each feature $i$, compute $Z_i$

Step 3: Repeat until convergence:

Step 3a: For each feature $i$,

Step 3b: Determine $v_i$

Step 3c: Difference Image $I_i(x, y) = I_1(x, y) - I_2(x + u_i, y + v_i)$

Step 3d: Compute $e_i$

Step 3e: Solve $Z_i V_i = E_i$ for incremental motion $v_i$

Step 3f: Add incremental motion to overall estimate: $u_i \leftarrow u_i + v_i$

Step 4: Expand to the next level: $u_i \leftarrow k u_i$, where $k$ is the pyramid scale factor

Step 5: End
CHAPTER 5

RESULTS

This chapter presents the experimental results of the algorithms implemented for pedestrian and vehicle detection. These experiments are conducted on a series of real videos. All the video processing techniques used for pedestrian and vehicle detection are implemented using OpenCV, a C-language based library. OpenCV supports major formats for video and images and the codecs are easily available online. A major part of processing power used in video detection and tracking is wasted due to focusing on the entire image where as the objects of interest are present in a particular area of the image. Figure 5.1 shows a typical surveillance scene and its region of interest.

Figure 5.1 Region of Interest
The objective of the system is to detect objects on the cross walk. From the scene, it is clear that the majority of the video provides no information to the task. A function is created to select region of interest manually using a mouse. Every frame is extracted from the video and is cropped to the required dimensions and is written to a new video file.

5.1 Object Detection Results

There are many methods traditionally used for comparing background subtraction algorithms such as methods in [51] [52]. In scheme presented in [51], background subtraction algorithms are compared with images annotated by hand and the result is analyzed using detection theory techniques. Jacinto et.al. [52] presented standardized algorithms to evaluate background subtraction algorithms.

Object Detection Algorithms implemented:

- Frame differencing
- Averaging Background
- Mixture of Gaussians
- Codebook Method

Object Detection Algorithms implemented:

- Mean Shift Algorithm
- Lucas Kanade Optical flow tracking
5.1.1 Frame Difference Results

In frame differencing algorithm, threshold is a key value to control the amount of noise and good detection rate. For comparison, one particular frame is displayed with various threshold values ranging from 10 to 100. When the threshold is low, considerable value from the background pixels are considered as foreground and if the threshold is high, information from the foreground objects are not detected.

Figure 5.2, displays images with different threshold values. Figure 5.2 (i - 10, ii - 20, iii - 30) shows the low threshold values, where considerable noise appears on the foreground. Figure 5.2 (iv - 50, v - 60, vi - 100) displays images with high thresholds where the object is not detected properly. Figure 5.2 iii shows an optimum threshold value has a detection and low noise and hence is chosen as a candidate for comparison with other background subtraction algorithms.

As discussed in Chapter 3, occurrences of holes within the foreground object is prominent and even with good threshold values, holes are present. To overcome this problem, foreground clean up and connected component analysis is applied on the foreground mask. Variation in threshold values does not affect the time needed for execution and memory utilized.

Figure 5.3 ii shows the output of foreground clean up and connected component analysis of foreground image, Figure 5.3i is input and 5.3iii is the segmented image. From observation of different videos, threshold values between 30 and 50 showed good object detection results.
Table 5.1 shows the system time utilized by the frame difference algorithm. The algorithm takes high initialization time and low time to segment background and foreground. Figure 5.4 shows object detection by frame difference algorithm on four different videos.
Table 5.1 Frame Difference timing results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Video 1 Resolution 252 x 188</th>
<th>Video 2 Resolution 768 x 576</th>
<th>Video 3 Resolution 720 x 576</th>
<th>Video 4 Resolution 352 x 288</th>
<th>Average timing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initialization time (Sec)</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to Learn Background (Sec)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time for segment Background and Foreground (Sec)</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreground Cleanup and Connected Components Analysis (Sec)</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.4: Frame Difference Object Detection
5.1.2 Background Averaging Results

Background Averaging also deals with thresholding average of pixel values over a number of frames. A technique similar to frame difference was implemented, the threshold values varying threshold and the results were as shown in Figure 5.5

Figure 5.5 Background Averaging Threshold values

Figure 5.5 shows images with varying threshold values. Figure 5.5 (i, ii, iii) shows images with low threshold values where considerable amount of noise appears and the figure 5.5 iv, v, vi shows high threshold values, even in high threshold, less noise from the background appears in the foreground and the object is also not detected properly. Since, object detection is of the primary
importance, and noise can be removed up by applying morphological operations
and connected components analysis.

Figure 5.6 Background Averaging Connected Components

Figure 5.6ii shows connected component output of background averaging
algorithm. From observation, a threshold of 45 was selected for background
averaging method. Table 5.2 shows the system time utilized by the background
averaging algorithm.

Figure 5.7 shows object detection results of background averaging method.
Table 5.2 Background Averaging Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Video 1 Resolution 252 x 188</th>
<th>Video 2 Resolution 768 x 576</th>
<th>Video 3 Resolution 720 x 576</th>
<th>Video 4 Resolution 352 x 288</th>
<th>Average timing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initialization time (Sec)</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to Learn Background (Sec)</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of Create Background Model (Sec)</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time for segment Background and Foreground (Sec)</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreground Cleanup and Connected Components Analysis (Sec)</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.7 Background Averaging Object Detection
5.1.3 Mixture of Gaussians Results

The mixture of Gaussians method has many parameters such as number of Gaussians (k), window size (mxm), background threshold (BgThr) and standard deviation threshold (StdDevThr). Figure 5.8 displays variation of different parameters that affect the foreground of the algorithm.

Figure 5.8 Mixture of Gaussians Background Foreground Segmentation
Figure 5.8 shows results of variation of window size, background threshold, standard deviation for mixture of Gaussians foreground detection algorithms. Figure 5.8 i, ii, iii show changes in window sizes of 2, 5 and 9. Figure 5.8 iv, v, vi shows variations of background threshold (BgThr) figure 5.8 iv has a threshold 0.1 which gives the full object, but has large amount of noise, figure 5.8 v has a threshold 0.5 which has less noise but the object is not completely detected and the figure 5.8 vi has a threshold of 1.0 which has low noise but most part of the object is lost. Figure 5.8 vii, viii, ix show changes in standard deviation threshold (StdDevThr) from 1.5, 2.5 and 3.5.

Figure 5.9ii shows connected component analysis and foreground cleanup results for mixture of Gaussians:

From observation, window size of 3, background threshold (BgThr) of 0.4 and standard deviation threshold (StdDevThr) of 3.5 are used to get good detection.

Table 5.3 shows Mixture of Gaussians timing results, mixture of Gaussians method takes 0.179 seconds of initialization time, and 0.226 seconds to segment
background and foreground on an image. Figure 5.10 shows the output mixture of Gaussians object detection on four different videos.

Table 5.3 Mixture of Gaussians Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Video 1 Resolution 252 x 188</th>
<th>Video 2 Resolution 768 x 576</th>
<th>Video 3 Resolution 720 x 576</th>
<th>Video 4 Resolution 352 x 288</th>
<th>Average timing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initialization time (Sec)</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.265</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to Learn Background (Sec)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time for segment Background and Foreground (Sec)</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreground Cleanup and Connected Components Analysis (Sec)</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.10 Mixture of Gaussians Object Detection
5.1.4 Codebook Method Results

The codebook method as explained in Chapter 3 depends on high and low thresholds over each color axes for the codebook selection. If each new pixel value falls within this range of learning threshold the codebooks. The variation of the threshold values is shown in the figure 5.8:

![Figure 5.11 Codebook Background Foreground Segmentation](image)

The parameters are varied and figure 5.8 shows changes in threshold values for the codebook algorithm. Figure 5.8 i shows low minimum and maximum threshold for each codebook, where some noise comes into the image but the objects are detected completely. Figure 5.8 ii shows low minimum and high maximum thresholds, which also has some noise but some of the object is lost. Figure 5.8 iii shows high minimum and maximum thresholds which has minimal noise, but some part of the object is lost.

Figure 5.12 shows foreground cleanup and connected component output of codebook foreground image.
In the codebook algorithm, a minimum threshold of 15 and maximum threshold of 30 were used to get good detection. Table 5.4 shows Codebook Method timing performance results. The codebook algorithm takes 0.136 seconds for initialization and 0.023 seconds to segment background and foreground.

Figure 5.13 shows codebook method object detection results on four different videos.
Table 5.4 Codebook Method Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Video 1 Resolution 252 x 188</th>
<th>Video 2 Resolution 768 x 576</th>
<th>Video 3 Resolution 720 x 576</th>
<th>Video 4 Resolution 352 x 288</th>
<th>Average timing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initialization time (Sec)</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to Learn Background (Sec)</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of Create Background Model (Sec)</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time for segment Background and Foreground (Sec)</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreground Cleanup and Connected Components Analysis (Sec)</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.13 Codebook Method Object Detection
5.2 Object Tracking Results

In this thesis, mean shift tracking and Lucas Kannade pyramidal object tracking methods were implemented to track the objects on the same set of videos used for object detection. Object tracking is used to keep track of objects moving in the consequent frames and used to validate the object detection.

5.2.1 MeanShift Tracking Results

Mean shift tracking is a histogram based tracking method that estimates the position of the object based on matching the histograms of the target object in previous and the current frame. A rectangular window is defined on the object being tracked in the initial frame. In the consequent frames, the rectangular object is tracked using Mean Shift algorithm. Figure 5.14 shows the object being tracked in consequent frames. Screen shots were taken of object being tracked for every 10 frames. Table 5.5 shows Mean Shift Tracking timing performance results. The algorithm takes 0.098 seconds for initialization and 0.042 seconds on an average to track the objects.

Table 5.5 Mean Shift Tracking Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video 1 Resolution 252 x 188</th>
<th>Video 2 Resolution 768 x 576</th>
<th>Video 3 Resolution 720 x 576</th>
<th>Video 4 Resolution 352 x 288</th>
<th>Average timing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initialization time (Sec)</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to Track (Sec)</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.14 Mean Shift Object Tracking
5.2.2 Lucas Kannade Pyramidal Optical flow Tracking Results

Figure 5.11 shows the object tracking of lucas kannade optical flow tracking. The object is detected and good features (corners) to track are calculated using algorithm in [28] and these features are tracked in the consequent frames. Figure 5.15 shows the object being tracked every 10 frames. Table 5.6 shows Lucas Kanade Optical Flow Tracking timing results. The algorithm takes 0.558 seconds for initialization and 0.082 seconds to track the objects.

Table 5.6 Lucas Kanade Optical Flow Tracking Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>Video 1 (Sec)</th>
<th>Video 2 (Sec)</th>
<th>Video 3 (Sec)</th>
<th>Video 4 (Sec)</th>
<th>Average timing (Sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>252 / 188</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>0.688</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>0.431</td>
<td>0.558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>768 / 576</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>720 / 576</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>352 / 288</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time to Track (Sec)</th>
<th>Video 1 (Sec)</th>
<th>Video 2 (Sec)</th>
<th>Video 3 (Sec)</th>
<th>Video 4 (Sec)</th>
<th>Average timing (Sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.082</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.15 Lucas Kanade Optical flow Object Tracking
5.3 Object Detection Performance Evaluation and Analysis

Many approaches have been considered to evaluate performance of foreground detection algorithms. The objective metrics proposed in [52] consider all types of errors and are compared with manually calculated ground truth. The evaluation considers the following parameters [52]:

- **Correct Detection (CD):** the detected region matches one and only one region.
- **False Alarm (FA):** the detected region has no correspondence.
- **Detection Failure (DF):** the test region has no correspondence.
- **Merge Region (M):** the detected region is associated to several test regions.
- **Split Region (S):** the test region is associated to several detected regions.
- **Split-Merge Region (SM):** when the conditions merge and splits are simultaneously satisfied.

The object detection algorithms were evaluated for the above mentioned metrics on four videos and the results are presented in tables 5.7 and 5.8:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Correct Detection</th>
<th>False Alarm</th>
<th>Detection Failure</th>
<th>Merge</th>
<th>Split</th>
<th>Split and Merge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame Difference</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background Averaging</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixture of Gaussians</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codebook Method</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.8 Object Detection Results on Video 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Correct Detection</th>
<th>False Alarm</th>
<th>Detection Failure</th>
<th>Merge</th>
<th>Split</th>
<th>Split and Merge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame Difference</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background Averaging</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixture of Gaussians</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codebook Method</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.9 Object Detection Results on Video 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Correct Detection</th>
<th>False Alarm</th>
<th>Detection Failure</th>
<th>Merge</th>
<th>Split</th>
<th>Split and Merge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame Difference</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background Averaging</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixture of Gaussians</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codebook Method</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.10 Object Detection Results on Video 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Correct Detection</th>
<th>False Alarm</th>
<th>Detection Failure</th>
<th>Merge</th>
<th>Split</th>
<th>Split and Merge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame Difference</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background Averaging</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixture of Gaussians</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codebook Method</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Analyzing the output results of the various background detection algorithms, frame difference is takes less time and has good detection correct detection but has high splits and merges.

Background averaging has a low correct detection rate and high detection failure. Mixture of Gaussians method also has good detection rate but has a high false detection rate.

Codebook method has good correct detection rate, low detection failures and low merges and splits. The table 5.11 shows the memory used by each algorithm in mega bytes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Video 1 Resolution 252 / 188</th>
<th>Video 2 Resolution 768 / 576</th>
<th>Video 3 Resolution 720 / 576</th>
<th>Video 4 Resolution 352 / 188</th>
<th>Average Memory Utilized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame Difference</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background Averaging</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixture of Gaussians</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codebook Method</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean-Shift Tracking</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK Optical Flow Tracking</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above results, taking memory usage, speed and accuracy into account, codebook algorithm gives good object detection and Mean Shift tracking
is considered to give the good performance for video based pedestrian and vehicle detection.
6.1 Conclusion

In this thesis, various video processing algorithms used for pedestrian and vehicle detection were implemented and evaluated. The study provides object detection by background subtraction and object tracking from a video sequence.

For background subtraction, frame differencing, background averaging, Mixture of Gaussians and Codebook method were evaluated. These algorithms were compared for accuracy, timing and memory requirements. Considering all the performance parameters, frame differencing algorithm provides very fast processing speeds taking less memory but lacks high correct detection (aperture problem), background averaging takes considerable amount of memory and has a high false detection rate. Mixture of Gaussians method is slow and takes high memory and provides many options to optimize the output, but has high rate of false detections. Codebook method gives good accuracy in segmenting the foreground and also takes less memory and time to process the image. Hence, a good trade-off is attained with the Codebook method when implemented on videos in real condition.

Two tracking algorithms have been evaluated: mean shift tracking and lucas kannade optical flow tracking. Compared to mean shift, Lucas kannade optical flow tracking is computationally expensive as it takes twice as much time to track. Thus, for object tracking the mean shift algorithm is considered for tracking pedestrians and vehicles.
Considering the performance analysis, CodeBook algorithm is considered as candidate background foreground algorithm for object detection and MeanShift algorithm is considered as candidate algorithm for object tracking. Using the two algorithms, we implemented a system that detects pedestrians and vehicles efficiently in real time.
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